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Faculty in attendance:  Gail, Jennifer, Monica, Joanna, Steve, Magda, Sherina, Courtney, Carlina, 
Sharon, Eric, Terry, Kelly, Marco, John, and Nina 

A. Minutes from September 15th, 2020 meeting approved. 

 

B. Announcements/Informational items 

1. Congratulations to Monica Barra who received a Wenner-Gren Hunt Fellowship for supporting 
write up of her research and to Kim Simmons, who is one of the co-PIs on “Voices of South Carolina: 
Black Lives Matter” for the first round of funding for the internal Racial Justice and Equity Research 
Fund.  Gail Wagner and Jon Leader were also recognized for 30 years of service to UofSC. 

2. Nov. 10th Anthropology faculty meeting will be a tailored CAS Diversity and Inclusion Academy 

workshop on “Structural Racism and Implicit Bias.”  The Zoom invitation was already sent out by 

Dr. Jennifer Gunter. Please check your email if you did not already accept it. 

3. Two Lab Spaces now vacated. 

4. Universal Attestation one-time form now available replacing the Daily Health Screening Form. 

5. Spousal Hire Update. Matt Thatcher, Chair of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering 
emailed us to discuss next steps in our deliberations on this issue. I requested that we receive 
chapters from her dissertation and any recent pubs/submitted articles that draw upon her doctoral 
work. I also said we’d expect a public talk and the opportunity to meet with her. 

6. CAS Early Separation Incentive Program approved by BOT.  20 slots.  Prioritized date of first 
employment.  Nov. 25th deadline.  
 

7. New Mac OS incompatibility with security software. 
 

C. Reports and discussion: 

1. ASA Representative – Joseph Lindler 
 
Joesph let the faculty know about ASA plans for the newsletter as well as their interest in starting a 
Alpha Lambda Chapter. 
 
Faculty provided advice about some of the challenges associated with sustaining a newsletter like 
drumming up contributors. Jennifer pledged that some content – like student spotlights could also 
be featured on the website. 
 

2. AGORAE Representative – Nina Schreiner 
 
Nina raised a concern about barriers prevent PhD students from obtaining all the required 
coursework they needed within the three years of support provided by the assistantship.  She 
suggested that students could not get all of the required courses they needed as there were 
problems with when courses were offered. 
 
This was ‘news’ to faculty who had not heard of their being problems with getting courses, and 
faculty pledged to review the course rotation.  After subsequent investigation, the issue did not 
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have to do with the rotation of when courses were offered [i.e. which semester] but one which days 
and times as there was some course scheduling conflicts with putting seminars Friday mid-
day/early-afternoon which overlap with when the Presidential Fellows must attend a meeting as per 
the terms of their fellowship. This is not an issue that is currently widely shared, but it is one that 
the department must be mindful of when scheduling core seminars. 

 
3. Departmental Budget Reports (Operating Budget & Education Foundation Funds) -  Reynolds 

 
Jennifer went through the budget to outline what the total recurring money was that the 
Department could allocate and when through line-by-line which ones had fixed costs versus those 
that we had more control over.  
 
The budget lines which will have less money allocated to them are those that have been most 
impacted by COVID-19, since we cannot spend money toward travel/lodging.  This means that the 
colloquium, faculty and student travel budget lines will all have less money set aside to them than in 
previous years.  Some of this money can still go toward research costs. 
 
The reallocated funds along with lab money [once we know what has been budgeted for that] can 
go toward up-grades in our facilities as needed – getting rid of old furniture, refurbishing Ken’s 
Office into an ethnographic lab space and other improvements that will liven up the department 
once we are able to be back together again. 
 
Carry-forward funds have not yet posted, and Jennifer will provide an updated report once they are 
allocated in November. 
 
Ed. Foundation money – donations and gifts to the dept.  
Family Fund – program univ has for faculty and staff to donate to those funds. We’ve been careful 
with those funds – pay for meals, events, colloquia, grad students. Pointed out line to Nina for 
AGORAE. Honorarium last year – Leland’s fund – came from that line. One is not appearing – Heider 
– it’s at $0 and that’s why it’s not.  Most activity in Dot’s Student Travel is here, but very small and 
does not sustain. Dirty Trowel – replenished every year.  Created in Kingsolver’s name by Sasi 
Balasundarum – student essay. We could run on a more regular basis if we get it started up again. 
Most are inactive. Jennifer is on it and getting the College to find better ways to support. 
 
Gail suggested that give this semester has the CAS Justice theme – perhas it time to reactive Ann 
Kingsolver fund. Gail’s students – assoc with that – where students can get a prize for making a 
justice map. Good time to bring out the fund line. Jennifer agreed since many of us have justice 
themed classes. Carlina and Jennifer agreed to work on this and get ASA to get the word out. Maybe 
with ASA’s 1st newsletter. 

 
Jennifer also attended a meeting with Assoc. Dean Weldon, other SS Chairs, and Jodi Salter where 
she raised questions about CAS and the University’s priorities in Development and how could they 
best support departments.  During that meeting, more questions were raised than answered, but a 
list was compiled and sent to the Dean.  Jennifer also planned to meet independently with Jodi 
Salter and Rebecca Lancaster, the person in charge of Development in CAS for Anthropology to see 
what guidance they can provide us in setting goals and ranking our priorities. 
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Jennifer also asked faculty to review Atieno Adongo’s Departmental Development Plan, which would be 
circulated after the Faculty meeting as she generated some ideas for outreach to alumni. 

 
Summary:  Will provide an updated budget once the Carry-Forward money is in place.  We’ll see what 

funding is in the lab budget line for the lab committee to know about in making plans for any 
necessary upgrades.  And finally, Jennifer and Carlina will work on launching the undergrad prize 
essay contest from the the Kingsolver fund. 
 

4. Undergraduate Director – de la Cova 
 
Not much going on.  It’s slow on the undergrad side of things. Advisement starts on the 26th. Set aside 

availability in EAB Navigate today. Your Honors students will come early. 
 
Having problems with the new online forms. Courtney says we should be uploading the forms to 

BlackBoard and work on them there. No other type of saving.  They will have to work more on this 
issue to see what the problem has been. 
 

For next semester, we do not have to have courses approved as online course through APPs– only the 
dean’s office needs to vet them. 
 
 

Sherina: a Race/Ethnicity track – can put one together with input. Can send to Claudia and upload to 
BlackBoard. 
 

Carlina: Will look at tracks and make suggestions this week. 
 

 
5. Graduate Director – DeWitte 
Grad Program not requiring GRE has been made official and the change was submitted.  
 
Advertisement for our program – final version of ad. Eric volunteered to make poster for Twitter.  
 
If you do not want to accept grad students for Fall 2021, please let Ati know.  
 
How to evaluate the Presidential – wait until Dec. when we have all the Fellowship but can send out 

now.  Joanna is on the Fellowship Committee 
 

6. 4-Field Curriculum & Course Scheduling Committee – Lewis 
 
Wing Chair meeting – discussed new TFac guidelines. What kind of curriculum needs do we have that 

TFac could fill. Need to set guidelines in who do we recruit first – recent grad students, then current 
grad students (ABD-only), followed by colleagues in the area.  We want this process to be fair and 
transparent since we do get requests by new unemployed colleagues in the region to teach for us. 

Each Wing should be discussing needs in your next meetings.  
Online classes: Summer 101, 102, 161 = pretty incredible enrollments. Question of which ones should 

have an online option permanent.   
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Could submit 101/161 online just for the summer – go ahead and do that. Pournelle has a version that 
we can submit once we vet it for review. Kelly has already done it for 161. For 161 Kelly received a 
small grant to create hybrid. 

 
Sherina: raised the issue of IP and how indeed CAS is treating courses that the pay for being developed 

into online as belonging to the College. Can be concerning for IP if you receive univ money since 
they can make a claim. 

 
Kelly –Grant money was to specifically digitize the lab component. No money went towards developing 

lecture material, though CAS did ask her to organize some of this as a Blackboard “Sandbox” which is 
a template that can be re-used for future courses. 

 
Gail: Shared that she narrated PowerPoint lectures for each of her Anth 101 lectures this semester, so 

there is that publicly available. 
 
Courtney – things are complex and complicated right now. Faculty Senate still wrestling. Urge caution if 

you make your classes online. You are not required to upload your material but could change. 
 
If you are working with test banks, the students can see all of the questions – not the answers. Work-

around but then you can make comments. 
 
If teaching through Zoom, students can pay a small fee to have a program attend their classes for them 

– can take a Poll, etc. Just be aware if they are not responding, they may be on that program. 
 
Gail – I tell my students that they must turn on their cameras, most students just refuse to do so. So I 

give 5-minute pop-up extra credit quizzes. 
 

 
7. SCIAA News – Smith 
 
Have selected one person for their open underwater archaeology posotion, but we are waiting to 

officially announce. Other is open. 
 
Abby Geedy – working for ACIAA for year – position with Horry County Museum 
SHBO Arch – looking for someone 
State Parks =  
Need applied Archs – grants 
Dean has alowwed them to hire for those. 

 
8. Faculty Senate – Feliciano-Santos 
List of updates of Fac. Senate. Watch – another Constitutional Requirement course undergrads will have 

to navigate. Any courses we want to add will have to be XL. Stand-alone we’ll have to go through a 
process like we do with the CORE. 

 
Impact classes – F2F is really being pushed. Hierarchy Provost – F2F, Hybrid, Synchronous, etc. 
 
Shared lab spaces because of limitations in space. 
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Inc. grad fellowships to match up and bring in higher level grads. 
 
Cluster hires as the way to deal with faculty. 
 
Merit Raise Protocols. Revisiting the protocols when he sees the money. After Spring enrollments. 
 
IP Question – protocol was prior to COVID. How to protect faculty IP now with COVID. Seen as straight 

forward, but only covers parts. Coming with language to hang onto IP. People can edit it together 
and we can send in the next couple of weeks. 

 
Gang of 6 and Committee 9 – reasonable faculty assignments and loads. People are not working to the 

efficiency they should. Reorganization.  
 
Sherina -Not sure – reassessing loads and being sure everyone is up to the standards.  Seems to me 
that a lot of things are being brought using the COVID context to make changes. 
 
Courtney - Notes that some of this is coming from State Legislature – with complaints of faculty not 
pulling their weight – not teaching enough. Have records that teach 4/4 load. 
 
Monica: It’s “reorganization = “neoliberalization”…do more with less. 
 
Carlina: – increased teaching loads across university. How can a Research Institution thrive on a 4/4 
teaching load? 
 
Kelly – I’m taking a class this semester. I have to pay a $50 tech fee and it’s for email and BlackBoard 
use. Faculty shouldn’t have to pay for things we already have to do our job. 
 
Jennifer: Dean’s office increased the enrollment requirements for Summer courses, if you wanted to 
get full pay during this summer. 
 

9. Colloquium Coordinators – Stawkowski & Barra 
We have a colloquium this week. Please encourage your students – grad and undergrad – to attend. 

“Who Cares” 
Oct29 with Steve. 
Nov 13 – a Friday. 
 
Colloquium website – needs updating to indicate that these are currently virtual, through Zoom.  
 

Monica – I think we sent Ati suggestions for language. If folks have an idea for next semester – Sherina will 
talk about her book.  Maybe Nina Yolmo. 
 
Jennifer: If there is anything before Dec. that needs to be dealt with, since our Nov. meeting will be the 
workshop, perhaps we could have a short, focused meeting. Or maybe a really long Dec. meeting.  
 
Jennifer also announced that she holds virtual office meetings – students don’t usually show up so she can 
see faculty too. 
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D. Old Business 

E. New Business 

F. Good of the Order 


